FOR LIVE PROGRAM ONLY

Estate Planning for Closely Held Businesses: Transfers to
Trusts, Private Placement Life Insurance, Risk Mitigation
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 2020, 1:00-2:50 pm Eastern

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR THE LIVE PROGRAM
This program is approved for 2 CPE credit hours. To earn credit you must:
• Participate in the program on your own computer connection (no sharing) – if you need to register
additional people, please call customer service at 1-800-926-7926 ext. 1 (or 404-881-1141 ext. 1).
Strafford accepts American Express, Visa, MasterCard, Discover.
• Listen on-line via your computer speakers.
• Respond to five prompts during the program plus a single verification code.
• To earn full credit, you must remain connected for the entire program.

WHO TO CONTACT DURING THE LIVE PROGRAM
For Additional Registrations:
-Call Strafford Customer Service 1-800-926-7926 x1 (or 404-881-1141 x1)
For Assistance During the Live Program:
-On the web, use the chat box at the bottom left of the screen
If you get disconnected during the program, you can simply log in using your original instructions and PIN.

Tips for Optimal Quality

FOR LIVE PROGRAM ONLY

Sound Quality
When listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality
of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet
connection.
If the sound quality is not satisfactory, please e-mail sound@straffordpub.com
immediately so we can address the problem.
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Notice
ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY
THE SPEAKERS’ FIRMS TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY
OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT
MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING, MARKETING OR
RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN.
You (and your employees, representatives, or agents) may disclose to any and all persons,
without limitation, the tax treatment or tax structure, or both, of any transaction
described in the associated materials we provide to you, including, but not limited to,
any tax opinions, memoranda, or other tax analyses contained in those materials.
The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that are
subject to change. Applicability of the information to specific situations should be
determined through consultation with your tax adviser.
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OPENING COMMENTS:
CLIENT ATTITUDES
TOWARDS INSURANCE,
WEALTH
PRESERVATION &
TAXATION
“It's not how much money you make, but how much money you keep, how
hard it works for you, and how many generations you keep it for." - Robert
Kiyosaki
“Anyone may arrange his affairs so that his taxes shall be as low as
possible; he is not bound to choose that pattern which best pays the
Treasury; there is not even a patriotic duty to increase one’s taxes.“ Judge
Learned Hand, Helvering v. Gregory, 69 F.2d 809, 810 (2d Cir. 1934),
aff'd, 293 U.S. 465 (1935)
“Over and over again courts have said that there is nothing sinister in so
arranging one's affairs as to keep taxes as low as possible. Everybody
does so, rich or poor; and all do right, for nobody owes any public duty to
pay more than the law demands: taxes are enforced exactions, not
voluntary contributions. To demand more in the name of morals is mere
cant. Judge Learned Hand, Helvering v. Gregory, 69 F.2d 809, 810 (2d Cir.
1934), aff'd, 293 U.S. 465 (1935)
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OPENING COMMENTS:
COVID-19:TIME TO
REEXAMINE YOUR
ASSET AND WEALTH
PROTECTION PLAN
➢
➢
➢
➢

Estate and gift tax exemption amount for
2020 is $11.58 million per person or $23.16
million for a married couple.
Depressed asset values
Low interest rate environment
Presidential election: will exemption drop in
2021?
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OPENING COMMENTS:
ELECTION RELATED
ISSUES
*Depending on out come of the November presidential
election, many clients are considering using up the balance
of their $11.58M federal exemption;
*IRS has already indicated no “claw-back;”
*Clients in states with a state estate tax should also be
mindful of the ‘gap’ (if any) between federal and state
estate tax limits
*Some clients are considering accelerating income tax
events in 2020 (anticipating higher rates for 2021 and
beyond); e.g., opt out of installment sale treatment;
*Clients should review existing structures and determine if
any changes should be made; e.g., swap highly appreciated
assets from a grantor trust; lock in gains in a GRAT by
swapping assets and/or repositioning assets within the
GRAT.
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I. TRANSFERS TO TRUSTS
Still one of the most effective estate tax
mitigation tools
Use client’s exemption now in case it drops
Transfer to the trust assets that are hard to
value and that are expected to appreciate in
value after the transfer
Take advantage of depressed values due to
global pandemic
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I. Transfers to Trusts:

Dynasty Trust-Overview of Technique
Grantor

Dynasty Trust
No transfer tax paid.
Discretionary Distributions
to Children for Life

Advantages
•Creditor protection
•Divorce protection
No transfer tax paid.
•Estate tax protection
•Dispositive plan protection
•Spendthrift protection
•Consolidation of capital
No transfer tax paid.
•If desired, grantor while alive pays
income tax on trust assets
(“defective trust”)

Discretionary Distributions
to Grandchildren for Life

Discretionary Distributions
to Great-Grandchildren
for Life

No transfer tax paid.
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Future Generations

I. Transfers to Trusts:

TRUST OWNED
LIFE INSURANCE
1. TRADITIONAL SINGLE LIFE OR JOINT LIFE COVERAGE
• Goal – family protection - create tax free dollars upon death to fund estate tax liability
at a discounted value-40% tax on all assets above federal exemption
• Death benefit proceeds would be federal and state income tax free – proceeds could
be used to buy assets from the estate at a stepped up basis (examples - business
shares)
• Design Options - Wait and See – buy term insurance that may convert to permanent
life insurance to lock in insurability to allow time for more complex planning
➢ Risk Free planning – guaranteed death benefits designs with no market or
interest rate risk
➢ Leveraged planning – use commercial or private financing to fund Irrevocable Life
Insurance Trust (“ILIT”) bridge cash flow to future sale. Positive arbitrage on
assets remaining invested in company stock.
➢ Discounted Gifts – business shares can be gifted at a significant
discount. Income from shares can be leveraged to purchase death benefit inside
the trust structure.
➢ Beware of 3 year rule for existing life insurance policy transfers
2. CASH VALUE LIFE INSURANCE
• Goal – maximize cash value investments to provide income tax free distributions in
retirement
• Assets can be used during life to supplement retirement
• Death benefits not subject to income tax or estate tax inside trust structure
3. POST LIQUIDITY EVENT – sale proceeds can be invested into a private placement
structure to protect growth from taxation on gains (typical investments are tax inefficient
assets like alternative assets -hedge funds, private equity, debt strategies).
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I. Transfers to Trusts:

Irrevocable Life Insurance Trust
2. Crummey Letter

1. Gift

Trust

Grantor
3. Pay Premiums

4. Pay Death
Proceeds

Life
Insurance
Company
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6. Distribute Assets

Trust
Beneficiaries

5. Loan Money to or Purchase
Assets from Estate of Grantor

Estate

I. Transfers to Trusts:

Spousal Lifetime Access Trust
Grantor
Gifts $11.58M

Spousal Lifetime Access Trust
$11.58M

Spouse

Children

Grandchildren

Beneficiaries receive income and principal as needed for health, education, maintenance and support, with spouse being the
primary beneficiary and initial trustee or co-trustee. Thus, grantor maintains “indirect” access to the trust assets. Trust property
passes – estate tax free – as it passes from one generation to the next for the maximum period permitted under state law.
All post-gift appreciation accrues outside of the estate tax base.
IRS has indicated no ‘claw-back’.
For clients who reside in states with estate tax (but no gift tax), all of the trust assets escape state estate tax.
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I. Transfers to Trusts:

Grantor Retained Annuity Trust
$1 million of
Securities

Grantor
(Age 70)

Taxable Gift
Assumed growth rate
7520 Rate (May 2020)

GRAT

$505,996 of
Securities

______________________
End of Year 1

$505,996 of
Securities

______________________
End of Year 2
______________________
GRAT Remainder
$147,408

$0.11
10%
0.8%

$137,915 of
Securities

Beneficiaries
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I. Transfers to Trusts:

Low Interest Rate Loan to IDGT
5. Excess Cash
Flow/Premiums

1. Gifts $1M

Grantor/
Insured

2. Loans $9M

3. $9M Note to Grantor
Annual Interest Only
Payments with Balloon
Payment in 9 Years
4. $52,200 annual interest
(Interest Rate 0.58%)
Advantages:

IDGT
6. Death Proceeds
(Income and Estate
Tax Free/Leverages
GST Exemption)

Life Insurance
Company

➢ Value of loan proceeds frozen at 0.58% for nine years (May 2020 Mid-Term AFR).
➢ Grantor’s estate further reduced by the income taxes paid on behalf of the trust.
➢ The trust property escapes estate taxation for as long as permitted under state law.
➢ Possible valuation discounts for promissory note in Grantor’s estate.
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PRIVATE PLACEMENT LIFE INSURANCE
Insurance
Professional

Financial &
Medical
Underwriting

Info

Policy Owner
-Individuals
-Family Offices

- Corporations
- Trusts

(All US Taxpayers)
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-Zurich, Philadelphia Fin.
-Off-shore carriers

Rate of Return

Financial &
Medical
Underwriting

Insurance Carriers
(Separate Account)

Investment

II.

Insurance Dedicated Funds
(IDFs)
-Specific menu to each carrier
-Fund of Hedge Funds
-Traditional Long Only Strategies

II. Private Placement Life Insurance

Advantages of PPLI
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• Tax-free Investment Growth on Tax Inefficient Alternative
Investments
• Tax-free Access to Policy’s Value Through Policy Loans
• Provides Flexibility in Holding Alternative Investments
• No waiting for K-1s!
• Hold foreign based assets subject to anti-deferral
regimes
• Creditor Protection of Assets
• Segregated Asset Account not Subject to Insurance
Company’s Creditors
• PPLI Protected from Owners Creditors in Many
Jurisdictions
• Death Benefit Income Tax Free
• Blackstone Group LP has an enticing pitch for the ultra
wealthy: Invest in hedge funds and avoid paying taxes
forever.1
1Blackstone’s

Tax Free Hedge Fund Pitch Woes Even More Clients, Tax Management Weekly ReportBNA Bloomberg, June 04, 2018.
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III. Risk Mitigation

IMPLICATION OF COVID-19:
ALTERNATIVE RISK SOLUTIONS
GAIN INCREASED INTEREST BY
BUSINESSES
▪ As a result of the pandemic, companies are discovering the
risks they face for which they are not currently protected with
their existing policies and coverages.
▪ Captive insurance offers an alternative risk solution to
businesses to better manage some of their risks.
▪ Enterprise risk captives can help a company mitigate
business interruption risks that pose a significant financial
threat to their operations, such as supply chain interruptions
or the loss of key customers.
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III. Risk Mitigation

CAPTIVE INSURANCE
Definition:
A closely held insurance company
whose insurance business is
primarily supplied by and controlled
by its owners and in which the
original insureds are the principal
beneficiaries of underwriting profits
and corresponding investment
income

Quick Facts
•

•

•

•

In existence for over
100 years
Over 6,700 active
captive facilities today.
Over
$100B in premiums written
Grown at over 200 x
standard insurance market
in the past 15 years

Make up over 20% of all
U.S. commercial
insurance dollars
• Part of ART market segment
which controls over 25%35% of all U.S. commercial
insurance dollars
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III. Risk Mitigation

Why Form a Captive
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Economic Benefit
❑ Risk Management. To change the financing mechanism so that it traps
and accrues the greatest amount of money possible in order to pay for
claims and liabilities while stabilizing rates long term.
❑ Lower Insurance Costs.
Premiums more accurately reflect loss
experience.
❑ Retain profits otherwise accrued to third parties.
❑ Claims management. Ability to decide when and how to pay claims or
litigate matter.
❑ Cash Flow. Reserves may be invested, subject to regulatory
requirement.
❑ Risk Retention. Ability to increase deductibles could result in lower
commercial insurance premiums.
❑ Unavailability of coverages
❑ Access to Reinsurance Market. Ability to determine retention levels
and reinsure risks with a reinsurance company.
❑ Results
❑ Custom Risk Management Program (New Profit Center)
❑ Control Over At Risk Dollars
❑ Growth & Accumulation of at Risk Dollars
❑ Preservation of “At Risk" Dollars
❑ Asset Protection

III. Risk Mitigation

GENERAL OVERVIEW OF TAX ISSUES
INSURED‘S PERSPECTIVE
• An insured that pays a premium to an insurance company that
qualifies as such under the IRC will be able to deduct the
premium paid as an ordinary business expense under IRC §162
• Deductibility of premium payment is preferred versus deductibility
under a self insured approach which is generally restricted to
deductibility as claims are incurred and claim payments are made
• Other tax implications may include
• Liability for excise taxes, if applicable
• Liability for state premium taxes, if applicable
• Liability for self procurement taxes or tax for payment to nonadmitted insurers
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III. Risk Mitigation

ISSUES WITH INSURANCE RISK
➢ Business vs. insurance risks
– Loss of key employee, customer, supplier, etc.
➢ Investment vs. insurance risks
– Residual value insurance (RVI Guaranty Co. Ltd. &
Subsidiaries v. Commissioner )
➢ Low frequency risks
– Natural disasters, terrorism
➢ Coverage after the loss has occurred is not insurance. Rev.
Rul. 89-96
➢ IRS requested comments on finite risk insurance.
– Notice 2005-49.
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III. Risk Mitigation

Insurance Company Qualification
Insurance companies other than life insurance companies, that is property and
casualty (P&C) insurance companies, are taxed under IRC §831. Prior to 2004,
IRC §831 did not specifically define what constitutes an insurance company.
However, the Pension Funding Equity Act of 2004 amended IRC §831 to define
“insurance company”
• The term “insurance company” means a company, more than half of the
business of which during the taxable year is the issuing of insurance or
annuity contracts or the reinsuring of risks underwritten by insurance
companies.
Accordingly, a company whose investment activities outweigh its insurance
activities is not considered to be an insurance company
for this purpose
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III. Risk Mitigation

Insurance Company Qualification
Numerous courts have required that insurance
companies meet the “commonly accepted notion of
insurance” standard, which includes:
• The company must be sufficiently capitalized
• The company must be formed for non-tax
business reasons
• Premiums are charged at an arms-length rate (for
related parties)
• The operational and investment activities of the
company should be typical of commercial
insurance enterprises
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IRC 831(b)
Small Captive Insurers

III. Risk Mitigation

➢ Also known as “micro”, “mini” or IRC 831(b) captives
➢ State captive insurance laws do not distinguish between
IRC 831(b) vs. non-IRC 831(b) captive insurers; simply a
tax election, which cannot be revoked except with consent
of Treasury Secretary
➢ Designed for captives with annual written premiums of $2.2
million or less (as indexed; for 2020: $2.35 million)
➢ 831(b) captive is taxed only on its investment income as a
C-corporation, so underwriting profits can accumulate on a
tax-deferred basis, potentially for long period for long-tail
insurance risks
➢ Drawbacks include inability to use underwriting losses to
offset investment income
➢ NOTE-BE AWARE OF HEIGHTENED IRS SCRUTINY OF 831(B) CAPTIVES
➢ CONSIDER OTHER ALTERNATIVE RISK OPTIONS SUCH AS A GROUP
POOL OR AN 831(A) CAPTIVE INSURANCE COMPANY
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III. Risk Mitigation

TAX COURT CASES-FAVORABLE
TO TAXPAYER
• Securitas Holdings, Inc. v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo 2014-225 ,
insurance payments from brother-sister companies to wholly owned
captive insurer are deductible business expenses because captive
insurance arrangement shifted and distributed risks, and constituted
insurance in the commonly accepted sense).
• Rent- A-Center, Inc. v. Commissioner, T.C. No. 8320-09, 142 T.C.
No. 1, (Jan. 14, 2014), payments from parent company to wholly
owned insurance company on behalf of other wholly owned
subsidiaries deductible as insurances expenses.
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• Summa Holdings, Inc. v. Comm'r, the Sixth Circuit rejected the IRS’
substance over form argument (e.g., transaction done solely for tax
purposes). The Sixth Circuit quoting from various cases and
treatises that there is no "patriotic duty to increase one's taxes," as
Judge Learned Hand memorably told us in the case that gave rise to
the economic-substance doctrine, Helvering v. Gregory. While this
case relates to IC-DISCs and Roth IRAs, captive insurance also if
statutorily provided the Code section 831(b) exemption.

III. Risk Mitigation

TAX COURT CASES FAVORABLE TO
TAXPAYER
Continued
• RVI Guaranty Co. Ltd. & Subsidiaries v. Commissioner held that residual
value insurance constituted insurance for federal income tax purposes.
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• In Acuity v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 2013-209 the court held that
Acuity’s reserves for unpaid losses and loss adjustment expenses for 2006,
as used by the company in computing “losses incurred” within the meaning
of Internal Revenue Code Section 832(b)(5), were “fair and reasonable”
estimates and represented “only actual unpaid losses” within the meaning of
Treasury Regulation Section 1.832-4. The taxpayer presented detailed
evidence of the analysis performed by its internal actuary and its outside
actuary, and the Tax Court gave substantial weight to this analysis in
reaching its decision that the estimate was fair and reasonable. During
litigation, the IRS offered its own alternative estimate of loss reserves, but
the Tax Court stated that Acuity did not bear the burden of “disproving” the
IRS’ estimate. Rather, the applicable regulations required only that Acuity
demonstrate that its loss reserves were fair and reasonable, which the court
held it did.

III. Risk Mitigation

CASE STUDY - RISK MITIGATION
•

•
•

•
•
•

Machine Tool manufacturing company located in a high taxed state. Wholly
owned by patriarch. Patriarch enjoys flying his helicopters in Alaska and
Florida. Patriarch has two adult children, not involved in the business.
Company spends over $500,000 per year on commercial general liability,
D&O and helicopter coverages.
Objectives
Develop Risk mitigation strategy to cover risks that are not insured, cannot
be insured or are expensive to insure in the commercial market. Determine
whether there are strategies to reduce annual commercial insurance
premiums payments. Over past 15 years, Company had one claim for
$75,000.
Results
Developed, formed and operated through third party insurance professionals
a captive insurance company. Annual premiums on average $6 million per
year.
Ownership. Captive insurance company owned by Nevada Irrevocable Trust.
No state income tax on income generated by captive insurance company.
COVERAGES INCLUDES:
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Business Interruption

Breach of Data

Crisis and Public Relations Management

Deductible Reimbursement

General Liability

Helicopter Liability

Employment Practices Liability

Environmental Liability

Products Liability DIC

Copyright, Patent & Trademark Infringement

Breach/ Release of Data (Non-Employees)

Difference-In-Conditions

Directors & Officers Liability

Litigation Expense

Product Recall Revenue

Loss of Key Employee

III. Risk Mitigation

EXAMPLE - REPS & WARRANTY
INSURANCE
Representation & Warranty Insurance (“R&W”) seeks to provide protection of a seller’s
representations and warranties that are typically provided in an M&A deal.
R&W insurance is a method to transfer, to a third-party insurer, risks associated with a seller's
breach of warranty or liability under an indemnity in an acquisition agreement.
The risk transfer may be purchased through a commercial insurance carrier or through a private
insurance carrier such as a captive insurance company.
An R&W insurance policy can replace all or a large portion of the seller's contractual R&W
indemnification risk. The premium is about 3% to 4% of the amount of insurance coverage.
For example, if acquisition price for Target is $100 million, an R&W insurance policy
with total coverage between 10% and 50% of the acquisition purchase price, i.e.,
between $10 million and $50 million of insurance coverage on a $100 million
acquisition may be sought. The premium payable to the insurance company—
typically 3% to 4% of the insurance coverage—would thus be in the $300,000 to
$400,000 range for $10 million of insurance coverage or in the $1.5 million to $2
million range for $50 million of insurance coverage. The R&W insurance policy
would typically call for a “retention amount” equal to 1% to 1.5% of the acquisition
price, so that on a $100 million acquisition Insured would bear the first $1 million to
$1.5 million of R&W losses before the insurance, followed by the insurance
company coverage of the remaining balance of losses (in excess of the retention
amount) up to the policy amount.
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III. Risk Mitigation

IRS HEIGETNED SCRUTINY DUE TO
PERCEIVED AND ACTUAL ABUSES
❑ IRS previously alerted taxpayers that it viewed certain captive insurance arrangements as tax shams
(mainly those classified as producer-owner reinsurance company arrangements), it had subsequently
removed these arrangements from the list of tax shams. 156 In 2016, the IRS notified taxpayers that it
would consider certain captive insurance transactions (”micro-captive transactions”) as “transactions of
interest,” triggering disclosure requirements for taxpayers and their material advisors. Notice 201666, 2016-47 I.R.B. 745. Filing extensions for disclosure of micro-captive transactions were issued
in Notice 2017-08, 2017-3 I.R.B. 423. Note that the IRS has also identified micro-captive transactions as
one of the LB&I compliance campaigns. See Large Business and International Compliance Campaigns,
available at https://www.irs.gov/businesses/large-business-and-international-compliance-campaigns.
❑ Avrahami v. Commissioner, 149 TC No. 7 (Aug. 21, 2017). Jewelry store owners based in Phoenix set
up Nevis captive and purchased TRIA coverage. Court ultimately denied deductibility of premiums and
953(d) status of offshore entity. Inaccurate pricing of risks. Cost of TRIA coverage procured through
captive dwarfed traditional insurance buy. Policy exclusions were broad: “[Taxpayer’s actuary] testified
that he did not know of any event in history that would have met these requirements.” Avrahami 149 TC
No. 7 (Aug. 21, 2017).
❑ See also, Reserve Mech. Corp. v. Commissioner, No. 14545-16., T.C. Memo. 2018-86 and Syzygy
Insurance Co., Inc. v Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 2019-34.
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III. Risk Mitigation

Recent Developments
• Since 2014, ‘microcaptive’ or section 831(b) captives were included
on the IRS’ list of the Dirty Dozen Tax Scams”. For 2020,
microcaptive did not make the list. Removal from the list does not
mean the IRS’ view of microcaptive being abusive has changed,
rather other tax scams pushed microcaptive out of the list, such as
tax scams related to the pandemic such as phishing, economic
impact payment refunds, etc.
• The Department of Justice filed suit in the US District Court of
Delaware to enforce an administrative summons issued to the
Delaware Department of Insurance related to the IRS’ investigation
into a promoter audit of Artex.
• The US Supreme Court has agreed to hear the CIC Services, LLC,
challenge of the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) position that microcaptives are "transactions of interest" that should be reported to the
IRS pursuant to Notice 2016-66 Case.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Thank you,
Stu and Gal
FisherBroyles LLP
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